
Your source for simplified insights and analytics.

 Data Aggregation
 Data Correlation
 Investing tools
 Scoring Methods
 Data Visualization
 Data Democratization

Data Analysis

 Strategy Builder

 Portfolio Tracker

 Unyx Data

Toolkit

The universe of crypto-
currencies is currently an
ecosystem composed of many
major segments, a lot of data
and mechanisms have to be
taken into account to be able to
correctly and serenely invest.

Solutions aiming to fulfil this
type of needs are not rare, but
often very limited in terms of
functionality or focused on a
particular segment only.

P R O B L E M

Blockunity processes the
entirety of data necessary for
the development of the activity
of every crypto investor profile.

Whether it be pre-trade
analysis, during the trade, or by
tracking and managing your
investments post-trade,
Blockunity is here to meet your
expectations and make your
daily-crypto life more enjoyable.

S O L U T I O N

Blockunity offers a streamlined app with precise crypto data
visualization and in-depth cryptocurrency data analytics. Here, clarity
meets accuracy, ensuring you’re always one step ahead in your crypto
journey.

Value
proposition

Blockunity
brings clarity to crypto data.
The platform contains a large 
amount of data coming from 

multiple sources, trading 
algorithms, and advanced 

portfolio management as well 
as investment optimisation 

tools.
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v3.0

The team is composed of 6 
passionate, polyvalent and dynamic 
persons, and cumulates more than 

20 years of experience in the field of 
cryptocurrencies and IT, thus having a 
clear vision of the competition and its 

limits, as well as the challenges and 
the strategy to adopt.

Blockunity business model
To benefit from Blockunity's platform services, you

simply need to subscribe to one of the various

subscriptions we offer.

Users wishing to discover the platform can benefit from

free basic access.

T3
€119.99
/mo T4

€249.99
/mo

T2
€49.99
/mo

T1
€29.99
/mo

T0

Be guided by our

+

These extremely advanced and easy-to-use trading metrics and
indicators are created from our research and market expertise.
Accessing this exclusive data will allow you to improve your
trading performance, act with complete serenity on the crypto
market and thus remain in control of your investments.

Boost your
performance

For any type of profile

+20 specific indicators

+5 market indexes

Prestigious collaborations

Unyx Data business model
Discover Unyx Data and choose the offer that suits your

needs. Take advantage of a variety of options, from

complete packages to special collaborations or specific

indicators.

Some Unyx Data are free and accessible to all. Make sure

you have a TradingView account to access these tools.

Ultimate
€69.99
/mo

All Inclusive
€99.99
/mo

Lite
€19.99
/mo

Free

Access via TradingView

Unify your 
data needs 

in one block
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